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Atomic Space Command is a multi-crew co-op/competitive spaceship combat game played in a Solar Arena. Our vision for this
game is to make it like when you were a little kid, playing with spaceship toys in your room with your buddies, putting them

together and flying them into battles!

*NOTE THIS IS A BETA VERSION* We are looking to work with fans to iterate the game and make it super extra
awesomesauce! But since it is early days we have a lot of things to fix and improve, so please don't be shy in sharing your

thoughts on the Atomic Space Command Steam Discussions.

The pricing reflects what we need to keep our small indie dev studio going, so please support us in these early days! THANK
YOU!

Features

You are an Atomic Overlord competing for the coveted Spice Atomic. Often teaming up with allied Atomic Overlords (your
friends), you field co-op armadas to battle across the solar system, build on planets, and extract Spice Atomics to claim victory!

Explore a solar system arena with up to 8 player-controlled ships on your team.

Compete in local and online co-op multiplayer gameplay.

Devise spaceborne strategies with ship crew management and simulation features.

Challenge other players in the PvP arena or fly solo in PvE.

Customize your ship with dozens of parts, a unique crew, and a variety of powerful Atomic Commanders.

Share command of a ship and its systems with a friend -- or brave the dangers of space alone.

Build bases on planets to expand and resupply your fleet.

Decorate your ship with tons of vanity items -- including trails, ship decals, snap-on decorations, and crew skins.
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The game is way more fun with friends, so have them sign up too!

We want to know what you think and what you'd like the game to become. You're welcome to stream the game and put
up videos. Just let people know that it's not done yet!

No, You Shut Up! is an independent game studio based in San Francisco Bay Area, California. We're a bunch of game
developers who've worked on The Sims, SimCity, Spore, Mass Effect, Sonic the Hedghog and numerous Adventure
Time Games. No, You Shut Up! is our name, but don't take it personally. Well, not this time anyway.
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Title: Atomic Space Command
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
No, You Shut Up Inc.
Publisher:
No, You Shut Up Inc.
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i5 6600k

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti, AMD Radeon RX 480 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 10 compatible

English
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atomic space command

Pretty interesting platformer for those who like world exploring and puzzles.. A waste of money. good but overrated so chill.
Replay one of 4 mini-games over and over.. laggy piece of♥♥♥♥♥
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Have Trainz 2012, MS Train Simulator and RW Train Sim. This nicely fits in as a train sim which can hold its own. Positives:
Significant amount of options regarding content, editing, multi-layered complexity. Animated individuals are the best even
better than Railworks. Why? Because they employ collision detection and move nicely around other characters although they
will go through objects. Not like Railworks which go through things and other characters. Also more animation on them like the
woman who is using her cellphone. Nice touch! Great range of trains and rolling stock. For example I like the TGV. None of the
current Train players have any TGV trains included in the content. And as varied as they are. So if some of you are whining
about some cost issues keep in mind the trains and stock beats hands down the trains and stock in Trainz or Railworks. Both of
these latter you'll have to buy separately comparable stock if they exist or buy a ticket (Auran's Trainz) to download the
freeware stock.

You can make large routes and so this is not just limited to a so-called table-top type creation.

Love the choice in animated animals such as a flock of pigeons flying over your train station, or those fish in the river, or as
your train is going in the country animated farm animals and farm equipment.

There are various animated industries for your train route.

Love the environmental editing features: scales for controlling, wind, rain, fog, snow, clouds or random. You can isolate areas of
your route for different types of weather. So for example your train may be moving from a warm dry area, climb to higher
levels and you can start to experience snow and a driving wind - all zones you are free to create.

Like the choices of rail types and catenaries, gantries, platforms, etc. No shortage.

Huge number of animated grasses. No shortage of various trees.

Huge number of base textures to paint your world with.

Wide variety of sounds easily added to the layout or make your own.

You can use the Omega feature.This is a novel and quite exciting addition to the animated people. You can make your animated
people do certain things like go down stairs as if they are leaving the platform, checking out the arrivals\/departures. They can
be constrained in certain areas. Lots to learn and adapt here for your train world. You can also use the animated people on
invisible tracks to walk up and down platforms and in buildings. For example, I have a river going through the city with people
walking up and down the sidewalk by the river enjoying the scenery. All the while a sailboat is sailing by on invisible tracks set
in the water and flocks of birds are flying overhead complete with sounds of all sorts.

You can use invisible tracks for many other things such as helicopters, planes which bring life to your layout.

Wide use of cameras. You can hop in a car for example (clicking on it) and all of a sudden you're being taken for a nice ride
around your city wherever you've made the road paths or if in a train on your train route. Cameras can be placed strategically
and triggered by events such as a train arriving at a station.

There are certain train engines you can actually enter and drive. Hope this is improved as time goes on.

 Can't access the PDF help from within the game. If you have Windows 8.1 will need to right click the pdf file and use the
reader. Editor takes some getting used to as there consists of the 2D editor and 3D editor, Tunnels through mountains is an
exercise in huge frustration. Better to make a flat plain, make your tunnels, then raise terrain over. There are excellent english
tutorials on You Tube - Ruud Boer. Thanks to his tutorials will make route creation a lot easier.

Searching for content in the game is not easy and seems limited (right clicking a folder for example).

Layers: These appear to be handled by clicking off certain things such as properties for example. The buildings will disappear
allowing you to manipulate objects which would have otherwise been impeded by the properties.
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Content creation: Where is the facility for this? The content is in the 3DM format which the Rhino 3D program is known for.
Every other competitive Train programs lets its members freely make content. For Trainz as an example I'm making a route in
Strasbourg, France. I can freely create my own content in custom buildings, stations, etc. by using any number of 3D programs
such as Blender or Sketchup. With the plug-in for Sketchup or Blender (or 3DS Max) the content is easily inserted in the route. I
don't want to use buildings which have nothing to do with the area I'm creating. If you protect your content like the family
jewels than you are inhibiting creativity and interest.

CAUTION: The Mod here who appears to be a developer with EEP stated the Norstructor program a plug-in to make your own
content would work in Railroad X. Well I bought it, installed it and it won't allow me to run the program. Appears it is searching
for the EEP version and not Railroad X and thus wont install. Moreover, I thought I'd purchase the EEP-X Basic so I'd be able
to use it. A folder called Trend is created and both the Nostruktor and EEP-X each have a folder inside it. Problem: Still doesn't
work! Moreover, you can't operate both the Steam version Railroad X and EEP-X. It's either one but not both. To go back to
Railroad X you'll have delete Railroad X and reinstall it - this will concurrently deinstall EEP-X. Wow. I did this just so I could
use Nostrucktor only to find it doesn't work anyway. Now I'd be looking for my hard earn money back. This has to be a
significant negative. Anyone not making German routes, everywhere outside of Germany, France, Britain, etc. North and South
America, will be severely disappointed because of the issue of personalized content creation. There is very good and high
quality content on the pay site but not having personalized content creation is a significant negative. All the major players in RR
simulation have an abundance of content creation because of the ability to personalize your layouts.

NOTE: Good news! Have been advised that Nostrucktor will be made available and compatible with RR X in a few weeks.

Suggest Heights Explorer from the site in route creation. I"ve purchased this. With this program I can take a Google image of a
layout and with the height aspect imported for use as the base for the layout. It can also generate numerous images for use. For
those wanting to use Google images without messing around with that I'd suggest a neat little converter program from this site: 
http:\/\/www.mm2eep.de\/. Downloading and installing will allow you to use the base objects as a base for the Google images.
That way you can overlay your tracks, objects, etc. on top.

There have been several crashes and it's wise to have the auto saving feature on while constructing or save often. Specs: i7-920 9
gbs and ZOTAC GTX 650Ti 2 gb card with 340.52 driver.

Conclusion:
UPDATE: MARCH 6\/15. NO NOSTRUCKTOR!!! Are you kidding me! This program is a heaven for content exploitation. If
you can't make your own content then this program to me is dead in the water! Get that bloody program on its feet and then this
game will deserve a platinum badge. Now, it's time to degrade it.. A wonderful romp through a creative world filled with giant
robots and multiple endings.

I like this very much.. They should call this game "800 strikes" because that's what it's gonna feel like at first. The pitching
speeds seem real and there's a variety of pitches. Plenty of settings to dial it down though. I think this is my new go to baseball
game because the learning curve and difficulty seems learnable and makes me want to play it again.
I have to say it might even be worth it just for the catcher mode. Sitting behing the plate with 90mph fastballs coming at you is
actually pretty scary in VR. Very fun though!

Too bad there's no "full" baseball game mode. Where you choose which position you want to play. That woul make it worth the
high pricetag. As it stands probably more like a $11-12 tops.
 Seems like all the pieces are there. Running could easily be done automatcally. This would be a great game to flesh out into a
full baseball game.

works on Windows MR btw I'm playing it on a Lenovo.. Its fine for a free one-time play. No surprises. Cliche. Run it then
dump it.
*
GenX gamer.....signing off.... Excited for this, but controls would not work. I am using a Vive Pro, Vive wands wouldn't work
(wouldn't even appear), neither would keyboard. The gamepad also wouldn't work, though the right thumbstick would slightly
turn the first box that appears. Any help would be appreciated, thanks!. A classic entry in the Seafaring Trading Game genre. It
sets the stage for later, more developed, titles like Port Royale (which oddly is seen in the second preview screenshot above).
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What do you do in the game? Quite a bit. Trade is only the beginning, and the player is only a small part of the greater game,
where the local royalty, the chuch, pirates, the Hanseatic League, and other traders all play a role. Hunt down competitors on the
high seas as a pirate, run goods around the North sea in a small trading ships, build and control towns and the Hanseatic league,
lead huge convoys across the map and on expeditions.

Sea combat is conceptually interesting, if functionally uninteresting at times, such as when your ship going 6 knots chases
another ship at 6 knots. Ships may be fast and quick to run, or heavily armed with cannon, or somewhere in-between with
ballistae and catapults.

Blah blah, try it out if you're into trading sims. It's worth the $2.49 aand I'm out of review space. All of the weapons are
fantastic, my favourites being the demo weapons.

Honestly, just like the orignal weapons pack, it's a must buy.. This is a great little game. I received it as part of a bundle.
Definitely worth a buy when on sale (currently $6, for example), but $10 might leave you bit underwhelmed.

It's a twitch pixel platformer that progresses through beating challenges. Challenges are organized into three areans, with ten
challenges per arena. The challenges have a nice variety, alternating between collecting barrels, popping balloons in the right
order, playing simon says with buttons, and collecting and depositing potions. The layouts and challenges alter enough that it
never gets stale. Likewise, new hazards appear as you progress keeping things fresh.

When the campaign is finished, there is an arcade mode, that tests your skills as you try to collect as many barrels in a row
before failure. Every 5 barrels and the hazard(s) change. There's also an improvement mechanic here by way of buff cards.
During arcade mode, as you bust barrels, coins splash onto the screen. You can then collect these coins to be spent later on
unlocking buff cards. Buff cards will then appear while in arcade mode to aid you on your path to a high score.

Very satisfied with this game. And definitely would be at $6 as well.
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